
$1,849,900 - 2324 BEAUMONT BAY Road Unit# 3
 

Listing ID: 40468445

$1,849,900
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bathrooms, 1.95 acres
Single Family

2324 BEAUMONT BAY Road Unit# 3,
Muskoka Lakes, Ontario, P0B1M0

Unveiling The Rock Pine! Here is a once in
a lifetime opportunity to be a part of the
next chapter of this 5 star address resting on
the shores of highly desirable crystal clear
Skeleton Lake! @therockpine has been
delighting guest for years, known as a
choice destination for intimate weddings,
picturesque elopements, and offering an
unparalleled 11 out of 10 experience for
guests in search of a luxury four season
retreat in Muskoka! The Rock Pine has
capture many hearts, and was recently
named by Airbnb in the fall of 2022 as one
of the top choices for coziest cottages
trending in Canada! Not only does the
calendar book in record time, but there is a
continuous waiting list that stands as
testament to its irresistible allure. This is a
complete turn key offering - all appliances
and furnishings included! But that is not all,
for those looking to carry on the legacy of
this storybook success, be sure to ask about
the complete package including photos, IG
accounts, guest list and more! From the
moment you arrive, every detail is magic!
This is where time slows down. A
picturesque perfection on almost 2 acres of
desired privacy with 110 of western
shoreline serving up panoramic views of
mesmerizing sunsets while enveloping this
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iconic and cozy retreat. From lazy mornings
savouring a true muskoka brew to
embracing nature’s whispering pines and
rock outcropping views, relaxing moments
in the hot tub, s’mores and stargazing, this
is a sunrise to sunset dream! Completely
renovated and remodelled in 2020, no
expense has been spared to ensure your stay
is truly unforgettable! Virtual Tour
Available. Be sure to pack your weekend
bag, because once you experience
@therockpine, you may never want to
leave! (id:49587)
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